Abstract. Let Ta be either the fractional integral operator ¡f(y)\x -y\a~" dy, or the fractional maximal operator sup{/-"_"/|X._V|<r|/(y)\ dy: r > 0}. Given a weight w (resp. v), necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the existence of a nontrivial weight v (resp. w) such that (¡\TJ\qv dx)x/q « (f\f\pw dx)l/p holds. Weak type substitutes in limiting cases are considered.
Introduction. Let Ta denote either the fractional integral operator
U(x)= ( f(y)\x-y\a"dy, 0<a<n,
•V or the fractional maximal operator MJ(x) = supra"[ \f(y)\dy, 0 < a < n. Sometimes we write Mf rather than M0f. In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions on a weight w (resp. v) for the existence of a nontrivial weight v (resp. w) such that (1.1) ^JjTJ(x)\"D(x) dx^ \^fjf(x)\Pw(x)dx]j '
holds for suitable values of a, p and q. In §2 we state and prove these characterizations for the case Ta = Ma by a constructive method. The results obtained for Ma are used in §3 in order to prove the characterizations corresponding to the fractional integral operator Ia. For a given a, the pairs (p,q), for which our results are proved, satisfy the conditions: 1 < /> < oo, l^a<oo and 1/a > I/p -a/n with the exception of the pair (1, n/(n -a)). For this exceptional pair we obtain analogous characterizations replacing (1.1) by the weak type inequality / 1 \ «/(«-«) j v(x)dx^\^j \f(x)\w(x)dx\ whereEx= {x:\TJ(x)\> X).
For 1 < /? < oo, 1 < a < oo and I/q < I/p -a/n, we show in §4 that if v > 0 or w < oo almost everywhere, then (1.1) holds only if the other weight is trivial, i.e., w = oo or v = 0 a.e. on R". The analysis of the case a = oo will appear elsewhere.
As one may expect, the crucial step is to prove the results for the pairs (p, q) satisfying I/q = I/p -a/n. This is done in Theorems 1 and 3.
J. L. Rubio de Francia [8] considered inequality (1.1) for Ta = Ia andp = q, i.e.
f \IJ(x)\"v(x) dx < ¡\f(x)\Pw(x) dx.
By using vector-valued inequalities he obtained characterizations for 1 < p < oo and partial results forp = I. The case/» = 1 was completed in [2] . E. T. Sawyer [9] also considered this type of inequality, but his range for p and q is more restricted than ours. Results in this direction for the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function can be found in [1,4 and 7] .
Now we introduce some basic notation used in the sequel. As usual, R" is the «-dimensional Euclidean space. The open ball centered at x with radius r will be denoted by B(x, r), and sometimes we write Bx instead of B(0,1). Given a set A, \a will stand for the characteristic function of A. The conjugate exponent/?' of p is the number satisfying I/p + I/p' = I. Finally, given a weight v and a Lebesgue measurable set A, we write v(A) to denote jA v(x) dx. For this purpose we state and prove some auxiliary results. Lemma 1. Let g be a nonnegative and locally integrable function, and a such that 0 < a < n. Then the operator Ma is of weak type (I, n/(n -a)) with weights [Mg]1~a/n andg, respectively, that is to say, g({x: MJ(x) > \}) « C^/l/ltMgr^p" a).
Proof. For / g L^R") and X > 0 we define £x = {x g R": MJ(x) > X}. By using a Besicovitch type covering lemma it is possible to find a sequence of balls B, = B(x¡, r¡) such that rrn\ l/l > X and X£A < Exs, < C, JB¡ where C is a constant depending only on the dimension n. Then we have 1/4 <C /l/l'
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Since for x cz B¡ the average ri "jBg is dominated by CMg(x), it follows that /g^A-^-'LÍ/l/lt^g]1""7")" "
as we wanted to prove. D Lemma 2. Let I < p < oo and let w be a nonnegative and locally integrable function such that M(w~p/p) < oo a.e. and fB w~p/p > 0. Under these conditions the weight u = [M(w-pVp)]-ßxBl with ß > p -I satisfies
for every a and q such that 0 < a < n/p and I/q > I/p -a/n.
Proof. Observe that if I/r > I/p -a/n = I/q, using Holder's inequahty we obtain
Then we need only consider the case I/q = I/p -a/n. The argument is similar to that given in [1] for the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function.
Let Ek = {x cz R": M(w-p'/p)(x) < 2k). We define TJ=Ma(fw-p'/p)-xEk.
We shall prove the inequality
Applying Lemma 1 for g = 1 and fw'p/p instead off, we get
This shows that Tk is of weak type (1, n/(n -a)) for the measures w'p/pdx and dx.
On the other hand, for any r > 0, Holder's inequahty gives ra~"( \f\w~pVp <\r~"( w-p'/p\ \ f\f\n/aw-p'/p\ .
Therefore, by definition of the set Ek, we obtain lir,/|i00<2^1-a/")(/|/r/v-^)a".
Applying now Marcinkiewicz' interpolation theorem (see [10] ) we obtain (2.1). 
Since ß > p -1, the geometric series above is convergent. This ends the proof of the lemma. D Proof. Observe that for x cz Bx, there exists R > 1 such that
Then, using the hypotheses on w and g, we have
Let /x, v be two measures defined on R". Let T be a sublinear operator of weak type (r, s), I < r, s < oo, with measures d[i and dv. Then given t, 0 < t < s, there exists a finite constant C such that for any subset A cz R" with v(A) < oo, we have fW\'dp<Cp(A)l-'/t[f\f\'dn}", where C depends only on t, s and the weak type constant of T.
For a proof of this Kolmogorov type inequality see [3 and 5] . D Now we are ready to prove the announced characterization. The preceding results can be extended to other values of a, p and q. To clarify the statements we introduce the following notation. To any given pair (a, p), such that 0 < a < n and 1 < p < oo, we associate a real interval as follows:
With this notation we have I^q<n/(n-a)} iip = I,
Theorem 2. Let I < p < oo, 0 < a < n, a g Q(a, p) and w a nonnegative func- Suppose now that n/a ^p < oo. As in Theorem 1 we write/ = /, +/2, where
To deal with /, we first observe that there always exists y, 0 < y < n, such that I/q > I/p -y/n > 0. This follows by taking y close to, but smaller than, n/p. For this y we have I < p < n/y and a g Q(y, p). It turns out that y < a. Therefore, w satisfies (ii) for y and p. Then we may apply the previous case, obtaining an integrable weight u supported in Bx and satisfying (/[My/]^p<c(/|/rwp.
Then the desired estimate for MJX follows from the inequality XbMJi < CMyfx.
The estimate for/2 follows from Lemma 3 for h = f2 and g = v. Finally, we consider the case/» = 1. We shall first prove the weak type inequality (2.6) from which we will derive (a) using the Kolmogorov inequahty (Lemma 4).
Clearly we need only prove the assertion for w(x) = (1 + |;e|)a~". For this we just take v(x) = (I + |x|)"(n+1), which is a nonincreasing and integrable function. Therefore, Mv(x) -(I + \x\)~". Using Lemma 1 we have
< (x/l/l"J Let a < n/(n -a). Applying Lemma 4 with measures o"ii = wdx, dv = v dx and A = R" we obtain xl/q i , \l/q-(n-a)/n '\W.
This last argument also shows that the existence of a v satisfying the weak type inequality (2.6) implies (a) for/> = 1 and q < n/(n -a), which in turn imphes (i) as we have seen before. D Next, we shall characterize the weights v for which there exist a nontrivial weight w and a finite constant C satisfying
for suitable a, p and q. We shall introduce some auxiliary maximal functions similar to those used by Gatto and Gutierrez in [4] .
Let/be a locally integrable function, 0 < a < n. We define
Since we will use M02 frequently in the sequel, we write g instead of Af02(g). With these notations we have Lemma 5. Let f, g be nonnegative and locally integrable functions, 0 < a < n, n/(n -a) < q < oo and I/p = I/q + a/n. Then there exists a finite constant C such that (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (/[^,7]'i)I/%c(//'#^p.
Moreover, for q = n/(n -a),
Proof. We define the operator TJ=Mx(fga/").
Let Ex = {x: Taf(x)> A}. By using a Besicovitch type covering lemma, it is possible to find a countable family of balls Bi = 5(x,, r¡) such that 4r,<|x,.| + l, X*x < ExB/< Q and /•,""" f fga/n > A- where w can be taken as w(y) = [v(y) + (1 + \y\)ßq]p/q. Since v is locally integrable, w is finite almost everywhere. D Remarks. 1. The proofs of (a) implies (b) and of the boundedness of Ml as an operator from Lp(R",wdx) to Lq(R", v dx) remain valid for any a, p and q such that 0<a<n, l</?<oo and 1 ^ q < oo. D 2. For N large enough, the weight constructed in Theorem 3 satisfies fw(x)(I + \x\)~Ndx < oo.
To prove this, it is enough to show that fvp/q(x)(I + \x\)~Ndx is finite. To see this let / = [ 1, 2) ,Vj = vxi(\x\2~') if i = 1,2,... ; v0 = ^Xb(o,2)-^ *s easY to check that v0 is supported on 5(0,8) and v¡ is supported on the set of x such that 2'"2 < |jc| < 2'+3. Therefore, since/? < q, we have 00 (vp/q(x)(I + \x\)~Ndx < C £ 2~'N f vf/q.
Since Mq is of weak type (1,1), applying Kolmogorov's inequality (Lemma 4), the right-hand side is bounded by 00 t r \p/q If \p/q °°C L l^-'P'iMjvA < C¡fv(x)(I + \x\fa-")qdx\ E 2,( which is finite if N > np. D As in the case of Theorem 1, the preceding result can be extended to a wider range of p and q. It will be convenient to associate to any given pair (a, q), 0 < a < n, and 1 < q < oo, a real interval P(a, q) defined by Up: I </? < oo} if 1 < q < n/(n -a), P(a,q) = I {p:I <p < oo) if q = n/(n -a), {{ p: qn/(n + aq) < p < oo} if n/(n -a) < q < oo.
Using this notation we state fv(x)(I + \x\)(a~")qdx< 00.
Moreover, in the case q = n/(n -a), p = I, the existence of w satisfying the weak type inequality (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) v({MJ>X})^^f\f\wy is equivalent to supÄ>1 R'"fB^R)v < oo.
Proof, (a) implies (b). This implication follows from Remark 1 after Theorem 3. (b) implies (a).
We first consider the case n/(n -a) < g < oo and p g P(a,q). By Theorem 3, if p0 = qn/(n + ag), there exists a nontrivial weight w such that [fiMjYvJ" \ Cj\f\r°w.
Using Holder's inequality we get < C\\\f(x)\pw(x)p/p«(I + |x|)("+1)^°dx) .
This proves (b) imphes (a) in this case. Let us now consider 1 < g < n/(n -a), p cz P(a, q) and p > I. Then there exists r, I < r < oo, such that I/p -a/n < I/r < I -a/n. By an application of Holder's inequality we have Now, if X ^ 1 the last set is empty, so we need only consider X < I. In this case the right-hand side is bounded by v(B(0, A1/<a~"))), which is less than or equal to CX"/(a"n), by assumption. Then, taking w = 1 + vl~a/", we obtain the weak type inequality (2.9). This concludes the proof of the theorem. D 3. Fractional integral operators. As in the preceding section, we shall begin by studying the weights w for which there exists a nontrivial v satisfying (j\Iaf\qv)1/q < G(j\f\pw)1/p for suitable a, p and q. A characterization of this class of weights is given in the following theorem where we use the notation introduced in §2. In order to estimate Iafx we shall make use of the following inequality (see [6 and 9]), valid for e > 0 and small enough for every y and r such that 0 < y < n/p and r g Q(y, p).
Let e > 0, a, = a -e, a2 = a + e. If £ is small enough we get 0 < ai < n/p. Let g,, g2 be such that 1/g, = 1/g + e/n, l/g2 = 1/g -e/n. It follows that g, g Q(a¡, p). Therefore, (3.5) implies
where v, = Vi/p. Then, applying (3.4) and Holder's inequality with exponents 2g,/g, we obtain
. / , \ 9/29i I . \ 9/2q2 I \ 9/P f\IJ\"vq/P < c(/[MQi/j <%) (/K/j'S) < c(/|/|'w) .
In particular, applying this inequality to/, we have
with v = K^.
In order to finish the estimate for Iafx we need to find a v satisfying (3.6) for the cases/? = 1 and n/a < /? < oo. Clearly for any 8 < a we have (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) \Ui\XBi < ( WiDx*,-
It is easy to see that if 0 < a < n and g g <2(a, /?) there exists £ > 0 such that 0 < a -2e and g g <2(a -2e, /?). Moreover, if w satisfies (b) for (a, p), w also satisfies Theorem 2(b) for (a, p) and (a -2e, /?). Therefore, applying that theorem, there exists a nontrivial weight v, integrable and supported in Bx, such that if[Myh]qv) < c(/|A|'w) , y = a,a-2£.
Then, by using (3.7), (3.4) and the last inequality we obtain
Putting together (3.3), (3.6) and (3.8) we get (b) implies (a), as stated. It remains to consider the case p = I, q = n/(n -a). Assume w satisfies (ii). Writing, as above,/ = /, + f2, (3.2) shows that (3.3) also holds in this case with, say, v = Xb,-Thus, we need only prove (3.1) for /,. But, since Ia is of weak type (1, n/(n -a)) with Lebesgue measure, we have \{x: \(IJ)(x)\ >X}\^ [jf\fi\] < (x/l/iK^Kl + W)a->) Then (ii) implies (3.1) for v = Xb ■ Finally, if there exists a nontrivial weight u satisfying (3.1), since we may always assume v is integrable, we can apply Kolmogorov's inequality (Lemma 4) to obtain ,1/9 < Cllflw (/l'«/l'«) * < C/|/|» for 1 < g < n/(n -a). Since, for these values of g, (a) implies (ii), the proof of the theorem is complete. D
The next theorem gives a characterization of the weights u for which there exists a nontrivial weight w such that /" is a bounded operator from Lp(wdx) to Lq(v dx).
Theorem 6. Let v be a nonnegative function which is different from zero on a set of positive measure. Let 0 < a < n, 1 < g < oo and p g P(a, q). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) There exist a nonnegative function w which is finite on a set of positive measure, and a finite constant C such that [f\U\qv)1/q < c(/|/|^p. (b) implies (a). We first suppose 1 < g < n/(n -a). Let us take £ > 0 and define a, = a -£, a2 = a + £. By choosing £ small enough we have 0 < a¡ < n, 1/g > 1 -ajn and, hence, P(a¡, q) = P(a, q). Moreover, the weights Suppose now n/(n -a) < g < oo. We take as above e > 0, ax = a -e, a2 = a + £. We also define g, and g2 by I/qx = 1/g + e/n, l/g2 = 1/g -e/n. Taking e small enough we can make 0 < a, < n and 1 < q, < oo. Moreover, 1/g = 1 -a/n if and only if 1/g, = 1 -a¡/n, 1/g > 1 -a/n if and only if 1/g, > 1 -a¡/n and 1/g, + a n = 1/g + a/n.
Therefore P(a¡, g,) = P(a, g). Taking now 8X = Egjl -q(n -a)/n] and 52 = -£g2[l -q(n -a)/n], we have that the weights v¡(x) = v(x)(I + \x\)s¡ satisfy Theorem 4(b) for the pairs (a,, q¡). Therefore for/? cz P(a, q) we can find a weight w satisfying (3.10) Í/K,/] **,) "' < c[j\f\PA "> ' = 1.2.
Again using (3.4) and Holder's inequality for 2g,/g we obtain
Taking 6 = eq[n -(n -a)q]/2n, the last term is equal to
Then, using (3.10), (a) follows. Finally let q = n/(n -a) and p = 1. First we assume that for R > 1, fvx smaller than a constant times R" and define a, and g, as above. Then we can apply As before, it is obvious that (a") implies (a). To prove that (a) implies (a"), since we already know that (b) is equivalent to (a), it is enough to show that (b) implies (a"). Let {Qk} be a partition of R" into cubes. If w is almost everywhere finite on R", and proceeding as in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 5, we can get for every k a weight vk, supported and positive on Qk, such that f\Tf\"vkdx^if\f\PWdx Multiplying these inequalities by 2~k and adding them up, we get that v = Y2~kvk is positive a.e. on R" and satisfies (4.1). This proves (a"). In fact, if w is not necessarily finite almost everywhere, but satisfies condition (b) of either Theorem 2 or Theorem 5, the weight wx defined by wxx(x) = w_1(x) + (1 + |jc|)~^ also satisfies (b) for tj large enough. Clearly, wx < w and w, is finite almost everywhere, which reduces the problem to the previous case.
II. Now we want to discuss the range of values of p and q for which the results have been established. We already pointed out that the proofs of (b) implies (a) in the preceding theorems were valid without restrictions on /? and q. In the next theorem we show that either (a') or (a") cannot hold for pairs (/?, g), 1 < /?, g < oo, other than the ones given in Theorems 2, 4, 5 and 6. Proof. In order to prove the theorem it is enough to show that for any given pair of weights v and w such that the set E = (x: î;(x) > 0} n (x: w(x) < 00} has positive measure, (4.2) is false whenever 1/g < 1//? -a/n. Under this assumption on E there exist a number N and a ball B such that the measure of the set G = {x: x g B, v(x) > N'1, w(x) < N) is positive. Let x0 be a point of density for G. Without loss of generality we may assume x0 = 0 and B = Bx.
We shall prove the theorem for the case Ta 
